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How many ideas should you expect in a sample of open text responses?



How many answers to an 
open-ended question? 



How long is the coast of Britain?
100% of vertices retained 0.1% of vertices retained



How are you?



No really, how are you? 

Are you happy? How’s your health?

How are you financially?

Source: 
Pew Research Gender and Generations Study
N=2511 US adults
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I avoid asking text open ends.  
Not because they're not valuable.
Because they're a lot of work. 

— Principal consultant
Leading market research firm

“
”



Q4. Why did you choose Product 
X? 

Free text…



Multiple ideas

Fragmented text
iPhone autocorrects

This guy

Deep answers

Enthusiastic answers

Actual answers …

Short answers

Source: Cardiac monitor survey



Words are countable, which is cool if you’re a quant
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Rank Word Freq

Source: Cardiac monitor survey

… …



Word clouds are a visual way to see the gist…

Source: Asthma inhaler survey



Word clouds are a visual way to see the gist…

Source: Asthma inhaler survey



Zipf’s law



Zipf’s law describes frequencies of words in use

Zipf’s law is an empirical 
formula, that the kth most 
common word occurs about 
(1/k) as often as the most 
common word

Here’s the first ten million 
words in Wikipedia 
occurred, in thirty 
languages, as of Oct 2015. 

Source:  Wikipedia

Source: Wikipedia corpus
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Zipf’s “law” as in “Murphy’s” not as in “Newton’s”

It’s derived from observation.
In practice it curves a bit.    

Benoit Mandelbrot generalized it 
as the Zipf-Mandelbrot  law.

It is often approximated as a 
“broken power law” with initial 
slope -1/2 and ending slope -2

Source:  Wikipedia

Source: Wikipedia corpus
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The frequency of words in this survey appear roughly 
linear on a log-log plot, as expected if Zipf’s law applies

Source: Cardiac monitor survey
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Coding



Portable

Easy

“Easier to transmit 
data”

“Easy to set up.  Always 
have power.  My Smart 
Phone doesn’t hold a 
charge for very long.”

Coding responses into categories is a common 
approach to text analytics

“No need to 
learn a new 
procedure”

I can travel with the 
monitor with ease.

“I would not 
have to have a 

landline…”

“It seems like it would be less of a 
hassle to use. If you are out and 
something should feel not right 

you can send  the info right away.”

“I can travel with the 
monitor with ease.”

“I can travel 
with it.”

Source: Cardiac monitor survey



Categories are countable too

Source: Cardiac monitor survey

“Easy”

“Cost”

“Cut landline”

“I’d prefer to pay”

“Mobility"



The frequency of codes appears to follow the Zipf’s
law as well

Source: Cardiac monitor survey
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One analyst, different questions

Source: Pre-launch survey
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Heap’s law



How many codes should we expect in N responses?

Heap’s law is another empirical 
result from computational 
linguistics related to Zipf’s law.  

The unique word count is 
proportional to the square root of 
the total word count.

Lexicon size vs text length for English 
language at different time periods

Lu¨ L, Zhang Z-K, Zhou T (2010) Zipf’s Law Leads to Heaps’ Law: Analyzing 
Their Relation in Finite-Size Systems.  PLoS ONE 5(12): e14139. doi:10.1371/ 
journal.pone.0014139

Source: Wikipedia, Google nGram
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Heap’s law seems to also describe the number of codes 
identified from text verbatims

W(n) ≈ 1.69 • "#.%#
Here we took codes developed for all 200 
responses and counted how many 
appeared in the first N responses.

Ideally we’d have had the team update the 
code frame as each response came in.

Source: Cardiac monitor survey
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Do coders agree?

We engaged three independent agencies
and three of our analysts
to code the same question



368
responses

51
detailed

codes

73
detailed

codes

73
detailed

codes

11
categories

14
categories

7
categories

Agency #2

Agency #3

Agency #1

The agencies created detailed codes and higher groups...

Source: 
Rheumatoid arthritis survey



368
responses

12
codes

15
codes

29
codes

Analyst #2

Analyst #3

Analyst #1

…The analysts created just the broader codes

Source: 
Rheumatoid arthritis survey



Each agency and analyst differed in the details…

Source: 
Rheumatoid arthritis survey

Reputation

Product 
profile

Positive 
experience

Lack of 
experience

Sales rep/ 
support



... but agreement emerges at a higher level
“Reputation”

“Product 
profile”

“Positive 
experience”

“Lack of 
experience”

“Sales rep/ 
support”

Source: 
Rheumatoid arthritis survey



It is good to have both 
hair-splitters and lumpers. 

— Charles Darwin

“ ”



# value pairs where both coders 
give both values the same code

A possible measure of agreement  between coders
for when the code frame is not a given

# value pairs where either coder 
gives both values the same code
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By this measure, coders agreement ranges 43%-63% 
between each agency and/or analyst

AgenciesAnalysts

56%



One question, different agencies and analysts

Analyst 2
Analyst 1

Agency 1

Agency 2
Agency 3
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Source: 
Rheumatoid arthritis survey



How to learn the most from open text questions?

Ask them
Open ends can offer answers you don’t 
already know.

Create code frames in advance
Preempt “We already knew that”, and find  
pearls in the ideas you didn’t expect. Code them twice

Analysts see different things.
Find pearls between their perspectives.

Guide the coders
Fine details or broad ideas?
Liberal or frugal with multiple tags?
Group codes hierarchically?
Consider other questions for context?

Leverage external experts
Professional agencies can code quickly and 
cost effectively, and offer a second view.
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